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Proven leadership and ability to 
achieve results. 
Spearheaded reorganization/
restructuring to streamline 
operations for optimal output and 
move ahead in the organization 
excellence journey, winner of 
MINDEF Excellence AWARD and 
Minister for Defence AWARD.

Exceptional ability to think out 
of the Box and provide excellent 
value propositions.
Instrumental to the introduction 
of NSmen framework, WOW! OJT 
program and modular servicing 
to provide maximum aircraft 
availability.  Instrumental in setting 
up aircraft maintenance center 
locally and overseas.

Excellent influence skill. 
Approachable and effective leader 
that can work and earn respect 
from all ages of staff with strong 
ability to build a cohesive team 
for excellent result. Work closely 
in partnership with commercial 
contractors for common goal of 
effective operation. Managed and 
deal with different background 

and hierarchy of personnel, their 
route of advancement, training, 
welfare, mentoring and overall 
human resource management.
As facilitator, trainer in Leadership 
and self deception and a coach, 
enabling the discovery of the 
wow! in the individuals. 

Exceptional organizational skills. 
Strong ability to plan, initiate 
and implement projects. A good 
problem solver and a team player. 

Extensive operation experience. 
Twenty eight years experience in 
logistics management including 
engineering, project management 
and management of maintenance 
of aircraft. Achieved exceptional 
operational results in operations, 
with existing Helicopter 
assets, retiring two platforms, 
commercializing one platform and 
operationising a new platform.

Extensive leadership and 
operation experience.
Highly motivated and experienced 
leader, with extensive knowledge 
in aviation system maintenance, 

design and engineering 
development, supply chain 
management, communications, 
innovations, operations, strategy 
and people management. 
Awarded National Day PINGAT 
PENGHARGAAN(TENTERA) 
Commendation medal (military) in 
2004 which is given to a member 
who clearly place oneself above 
his peers through commendable 
achievements in military command 
or staff work, or performed service 
over and above the call of duty. 
Lead in National level Conference 
for international audience. 
Also lead a team in quality 
management for eight years to 
achieve robust quality system.

With my experience in leadership, 
quality management, skills 
in building robust teamwork, 
influencing individual and teams 
to perform and passionate in 
revealing factual evidence in 
auditing, I am confident to value-
add to any organisation and be an 
asset to continue to bring across 
the transfer of value.

Arbinger is the world leader in mindset change. Through training, consulting, coaching, and implementation tools, 

Arbinger enables individuals, teams, and organizations to change from the default self-focus of an inward mindset to the 

others-inclusive focus of an outward mindset. Arbinger provides strategies and behavioral reinforcements that sustain this 

change. The result is dramatic and sustained improvement in the key success indicators of our client organizations—in 

their levels of collaboration, employee engagement, accountability, revenue growth, market share, and profitability.


